§ 352.201

352.314 Consideration for promotion and pay increases.

Subpart D—Employment of Presidential Appointees and Elected Officers by the International Atomic Energy Agency

352.401 Purpose.
352.402 Coverage.
352.403 Definitions.
352.404 Retirement and insurance.
352.405 Resumption of Federal service.

Subpart E—Reinstatement Rights After Service Under Section 233(d) and 625(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961

352.501 Purpose.
352.502 Coverage.
352.503 Definitions.
352.504 Basic entitlement.
352.505 Proposed termination.
352.506 Application for reinstatement.
352.507 Reinstatement.
352.508 Appeals to the Merit Systems Protection Board.

Subpart F [Reserved]

Subpart G—Reemployment Rights of Former Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service Employees After Service Under the Indian Self-Determination Act in Tribal Organizations

352.701 Purpose.
352.702 Definitions.
352.703 Basic entitlement to reemployment rights on leaving Federal employment.
352.704 Duration of reemployment rights.
352.705 Return to Federal employment.
352.706 Agency response to reemployment application.
352.707 Employee appeals to the Merit Systems Protection Board.

Subpart H—Reemployment Rights Under the Taiwan Relations Act

352.801 Purpose.
352.802 Definitions.
352.803 Basic entitlement to reemployment rights on leaving Federal employment.
352.804 Maximum period of entitlement to reemployment.
352.805 Position to which entitled on reemployment.
352.806 Return to Federal employment.
352.807 Appeals.

Subpart I—Reemployment Rights After Service With the Panama Canal Commission

352.901 Purpose.
352.902 Definitions.
352.903 Effecting a detail or transfer.
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352.904 Eligibility.
352.905 Employees on detail.
352.906 Termination of transfer.
352.907 Exercise or termination of reemployment rights.
352.908 Agency obligation.
352.909 Appeals.

Source: 33 FR 12433, Sept. 4, 1968, unless otherwise noted.


Subpart A [Reserved]

Subpart B—Reemployment Rights Based on Movement Between Executive Agencies During Emergencies


§ 352.201 Letter of Authority.

(a) Definition. A Letter of Authority is an authorization from OPM to an agency appointing officer to grant reemployment rights.

(b) Scope of authority. A Letter of Authority shall specify the conditions under which it may be used, including the types of positions covered and the organizational and geographic areas to which it is restricted.

(c) Time limit of authority. A Letter of Authority shall remain in force for one year from date of issuance unless earlier revoked by OPM. Renewals or extensions will not be issued unless justified by exceptional circumstances.

§ 352.202 Request for Letter of Authority.

When an agency believes that an emergency situation is so critical as to justify offers of reemployment rights, it may request OPM to issue a Letter of Authority. In submitting the request the agency shall present its justification in terms of the standards provided in § 352.203.

§ 352.203 Standards for issuing Letters of Authority.

OPM will determine the standards to be used in issuing Letters of Authority, which shall include the following: